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Background/Motivation

A model of unidirectional wind flow over a yardang as inferred from flutes and scours (from [1]).

• Yardangs, or wind-carved ridges, are thought to form in unidirectional 
wind regimes.

• The Campo de Piedra Pomez (CPP) yardang fleet, located in the 
Argentinian Puna plateau, is ideal for isolating the effect of the following 
on yardang morphology: 1) substrate hardness, 2) pre-existing fracture 
patterns, and  3) consistency of wind direction.

• Observations made in the field focus on the influence of reverse flow 
induced by the yardang forms versus the influence of a secondary wind 
direction.

• The morphologies of the CPP yardangs have many similarities with 
those found on Mars [2], and a better understanding of the CPP 
yardangs can lead to a better understanding of the Martian yardangs
and associated geology. 

Field Site Description

Flow Field Indicators

Wind flow indicators in the Campo de Piedra Pomez yardang fleet. a-c) Dedos, created when a relatively more resistant 
clast (pumice in a-b, lithic in c) protects the fragile ignimbrite matrix behind it, resulting in a finger-like projection 

pointing into the wind. d) A yardang facet, showing the direction of the wind on each facet as recorded by dedos. It is 
common to have dedos facing opposite directions on facets with slightly different orientations. e) Facets on a yardang. 

Yardang facets are relatively planar or gently curving surfaces that develop on the faces of yardangs. While multiple faces 
on ventifacts are commonly explained by invoking a reorientation of the rock with respect to the wind (ref), yardang

facets must be able to form without reorientation. f) Yardang facets on Mars.

Observations

Near the leeside boundary of the yardang fleet, a yardang was observed with flow indicators pointing directly out from a 
stagnation point. This point was facing in the leeward direction: such a pattern is unlikely to form as a result of a 

secondary flow induced by the primary wind. Instead, it suggests the presence of a second wind coming from a different 
direction. 

• The yardangs examined consistently displayed dedos conforming to 
the yarding geometry (as expected), and also displayed dedos
oriented 180˚ apart.

• In many cases, local geometry that could induce flow separation and 
recirculation allowed a dedo with the reverse orientation to be 
present in this recirculation zone.

Discussion
• Dedo orientations are consistent with two formative winds - a 

primary wind and a weaker or less common secondary wind, with 
the directions being slightly less than 180˚ apart. 

• This secondary wind causes yardangs located towards the back of 
the fleet to develop blunt prows facing both wind directions and 
asymmetric morphologies, which can be seen from orbit.

• The local geometries of the yardang facets are important to dedo
development and orientation. Local yarding topology can shield 
some facets from the effects of one or both of the possible wind 
directions.

• Local geometric features can be correlated to dedo formation, 
especially when nearby dedos are oriented 180˚ apart.

• On the last afternoon of the field expedition, the dominant wind 
changed, and a strong wind came from the opposite side of the 
yardang fleet, driving thick saltation sheets into the leeward side of 
the yardang fleet and vaulting sand all the way up to the top of local 
yardangs in the direction hypothesized for the secondary wind 
direction, confirming the hypothesis generated from the dedo
orientation data. 

References: [1] Whitney, M.I. (1983) Eolian Sediments and Processes, 38, 223-245; [2] de Silva, S. et al., 2010, 
Planetary and Space Science, 58(4), 459-471

Methods
• The field team walked a transect of the fleet from the leeward side 

to the windward side through the main body of yardangs (based on 
the dominant wind direction).

• “Dedos”—finger-like projections of rock that point in the direction of 
oncoming wind were noted.

• Macroscopic yardang orientation also noted.

Left: A transect through the yardang fleet from leeward to windward side was walked. Yardangs were studied on the 
transect, and the orientation of their dedos and existence of reverse flow were noted. Right: Wind direction indicators on 
a yardang located near the leeward side of the fleet, indicating either a strong reverse flow along the yardang flanks or 
the presence of an additional primary wind direction. 

Flow Indicators

Local dedos indicating two opposing flow directions.

a) Location of field site in Argentina
(map from ESRI, Inc) b) The yardang
field is carved into an ignimbrite
deposit located in a desert valley
between the source caldera, Cerro
Blanco, to the southwest, and the
town of El Peñon to the northeast
(imagery from NASA, USGS, and ESRI,
Inc). c) A close-up of the yardangs in
the Campo de Piedra Pomez
ignimbrite. (Imagery from CNES and
Astrium via Google Earth).

Right: Campo de Piedra Pomez.
The Puna is a hyperarid desert in
the Andean rain shadow. The
yardangs are carved into a small
volume ignimbrite deposit
erupted between 70-13 ka from
the Cerro Blanco caldera complex
[2]. a) A sparse yardang area. b)
The field team walking through a
yardang trough. c) A medium
density yardang area.


